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Abstract: This study explores how the voltage control of a remote part of the utility gird can be improved using more
sophisticated voltage control on wind-solar farms equipped with fast communication platforms. The idea is to make renewable
plant the master voltage controller during large disturbance events in the grid. This is done by proposing an enhanced voltage
droop control strategy based on instantaneous reactive power consumption by monitoring the virtual impedance of the point of
connection using a new customised data class model of IEC 61850 communication protocol. The conventional centralised
voltage droop control strategy and the proposed instantaneous direct voltage control method are both implemented on the
White Rock Solar Wind Farm in NSW, Australia and their performances are compared using both MATLAB Simulink simulations
under 5% voltage step disturbances, single-phase-to-ground and three-phase-to-ground faults as well as some tests conducted
in the field.

1

Introduction

Utilisation of renewable energy resources, in particular, wind, has
been significantly growing worldwide even though these sources
still exhibit challenges in delivering the demanded active and
reactive power continuously to the gird. In the case of wind energy
conversion systems, this is attributed to the intermittent nature of
the wind. Throughout growing path of renewable industry, several
countries have encouraged utility suppliers to meet a minimum
renewable energy production target by providing financial supports
such as subsidies for power energy bills from renewables including
wind [1–4].
A co-located wind-solar farm, so-called hybrid renewable plant,
is one of the proposed solutions to maximise the utilisation of
renewable power in both big utility scale grid-connected and small
islanded forms. Increasing renewable plants in the format of
microgrids have coincided with increasing the expectations from
utility grid operators in terms of receiving more support from
renewable plants for network voltage and frequency control. For
instance, Australian Energy Market Operator (AEMO) requires
wind farms according to National Energy Regulation (NER) to
respond to five per cent of voltage disturbance fast enough to
provide 2 s of rising time and 5 s of settling time in the transient
response utilising droop control strategy [5].
Voltage droop is a traditional control method which was
originally developed without communication facility. To date,
conventional fixed-rate droop control is still used by the
transmission organisations for controlling the voltage at different
points.
Conventional voltage droop has advantages and disadvantages
which have been discussed in the literature. This study also
explores these pros and cons by presenting some field
implementation of this conventional control technique in a
renewable hybrid plant. The field study part in this study is a great
opportunity for the future research studies as there is a gap in the
literature on how this droop is implemented in the field and more
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importantly how the droop coefficient is normally worked out and
agreed between the wind-solar farm operators and the transmission
companies.
Andalib-Bin-Karim et al. [6] performed an analysis to find a
curve which fits the Q–V model to be able to control the voltage of
wind farm at the point of connection (POC). Authors have also
illustrated that based on real data analysis of two wind farms in
Canada, the relationship of the voltage at the POC and reactive
power can be non-linear and can follow very different trajectory at
different voltage levels. However, the reason for this non-linearity
is not discussed, the solution is not proposed either as the study
only focused on the estimation of the Q–V relationship.
Chia-Tse Lee et al. considered the different impedances for
each feeder and proposed Q − V̇ correlation with V restoration [7].
The main reason for demanding this new approach is that the
conventional droop does not consider different impedances of the
lines and it always calls for the same amount of reactive power for
the same voltage deviation [7].
The authors of [8, 9] explore adaptive virtual impedances for
enhancing the reactive power sharing between sources as this
method can potentially provide more accurate voltage control at the
POC of the plant.
Several research studies have also been conducted on the
voltage control using communication links between the power
system control elements [8–16]. For instance, the proposed method
in [11, 12] significantly improved the reactive power sharing;
however, it requires fast communication between the control
elements within 16 ms which is not feasible when the control
components are physically far away.
There are a number of recent research studies related to the
enhancement of the droop control strategy for direct current (DC)based renewable plants and islanded microgrid. However,
alternating current utility grid connected plants have not been given
much attention in the recent literature especially for weak remote
POC. He et al. [17] proposed a decentralised control technique
using a low bandwidth without droop control. However, the
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decentralised control cannot be applied for the utility size
renewable plant due to the nature of POC agreement with some
voltage regulators. According to Deng et al. [18], network
frequency fluctuations and reactive power control accuracy have
major impacts on the power flow control. This study has proposed
a voltage droop control technique to improve the voltage control of
the islanding mode of the plant. While the approach has improved
some aspects of the voltage control, it is still using droop-based
control. Therefore, it can significantly change the order of the
system. Moreover, this technique is heavily dependent on the phase
locked loop such that under some operating conditions the response
is not acceptable by the system and needs to be clamped. Peng et
al. [19] introduced a state space model to calculate a suitable droop
coefficient for the plant. However, for a high-voltage (HV) DC
control and at the voltage source converter, the impact of the outer
loop control, which is normally applied on utility size wind farms
has not been investigated in this study. Simpson-Porco et al. [20]
studied droop voltage control using quadratic voltage feedback in
voltage magnitude. In this study, the performance of the proposed
method for a uniform X/R ratio is investigated with a key finding
that voltage control for a non-uniform X/R is still outstanding. This
is the main motivation of the work presented in this study, which
proposes an improved voltage control technique by considering
instantaneous impedance control especially for remote renewable
plants located in weak networks.
Among all research efforts which presented voltage control
strategies of the microgrids and in particular renewable plants, only
a few numbers of papers have discussed the virtual impedance
technique, which is mainly limited to the decentralised control
methods [21]. However, the architecture of utility size renewable
plants, which is the focus of this study does not allow having
decentralised control in the utility scale renewable plants [22–24].
Thus, there is a lack of comprehensive research for integrating big
size renewable microgrid in the literature.
In summary, based on our detailed literature review and
practical field experiences, there are some disadvantages associated
with the fixed-ratio droop:
• Fixed ratio droop control does not adapt itself to match with the
non-linear behaviour of the control at the POC. It does not
consider the different impedances of the lines connected to the
power plant.
• Fixed ratio droop control was introduced for the networks
without any communication system between generating units. If
a fast communication protocol is available this method can be
improved.
• Droop control functions on the voltage set point and in different
voltage set point can provide a different amount of reactive
power; however, the voltage set point is not usually updated by
the voltage regulator or when it does, it cannot be fast enough to
make a difference to the instantaneous fault of the grid.
• Variable reactive power consumption of the power system
elements such as transformers, which vary depending on the
voltage or power flow, are not considered in the droop control.
This is while the droop control also offers many advantages such as
• It can function independently to dispatch centre in the loss of
communication.
• It is easy to implement and be coordinate with other generating
units in the control platform of the voltage regulator.
Based on the above discussion, the main contribution of this study
is summarised as below:
• Implementing, simulating and exploring the conventional droop
control in MATLAB software platform and a real renewable grid
connected plant in NSW, Australia.
• Applying small and large voltage disturbances to the plant and
highlighting the need to change the existing method to assist
with the large voltage disturbances.
• Proposing a new voltage control method for remote renewable
plant and applying the same faults to provide a proper
2200

comparison between the conventional and proposed methods.
For this section, overlays are provided for both MATLAB and
field results (as much as available).
• Proposing a fast communication data class using IEC 61850
substation automation platform.
In the end, the results and limitations of both methods from theory
and practical points of view are discussed.

2 Conventional voltage droop control
2.1 Conventional voltage droop control
A traditional voltage droop strategy is deeply discussed in [6, 25,
26]. It is simplified in (1) below in which the line is assumed to be
lossless (R = 0) and mainly inductive
t
t
V ref
= V rated − Kdr Qrated − Qmeasured
,

(1)

where Kdr is the droop magnitude coefficient, V rated and Qrated are
t
is the measured
the rated voltage and reactive power, Qmeasured
t
reactive power at the time t and V ref is the voltage reference at time
t [6].
The droop magnitude coefficient Kdr is the key parameter in (1),
which is dictated by the impedance of the power line and plant
transformers. This formula considers the line having a consistent
impedance, which is not always the case especially with the
concept of distributed power networks.
2.2 Proposed enhanced voltage droop control
Although (1) has been used in many academic references, this
study proposes a slight modification to the equation as shown in (2)
to express the exact formula used in all the real renewable grid
connected plants. This formula is a common control scheme for the
reactive power of a single lumped renewable plant [22–24]. This
formula has been proposed and agreed by TransGrid and AEMO
for the wind farm that has been considered in the case studies of
this study
t
Qref
=

t
V ref
− V mt
1
PoC
×
× Swfsf
,
PoC
Z%
V wf

(2)

t
where Qref
is the amount of reactive power required at the POC,
PoC
PoC
is the size of the plant by
V wf is the nominal POC voltage, Swfsf
t
nameplate or sometimes main transformer size, V ref
is voltage
reference issued by the Network Service Provider (NSP) and V mt is
the measured voltage of POC while Z% is the transformer
impedance in percentage.
It is worth noting that the transformer impedance is given by the
transformer manufacturer. It should be noted that sometime due to
the special condition of the grid at the POC, the network operator
requests a droop coefficient, independent of POC main transformer
impedance percentage to make the farm response more or less
aggressive. The wind and solar farms usually have their inner loop
current controllers, which are usually proportional–integral (PI)based implemented in the inverters PLCs. As the main scope of
this study is to discuss the farm controller design. The internal
control loop of the wind turbine generator and solar inverters are
the same for both control methods and they have not been further
explored.
Fig. 1 shows the control block diagram of the above-mentioned
conventional droop control for a wind-solar farm, which is also
considered for the case studies investigated in this study. As can be
seen in Fig. 1, there are two time-delays within the control system
of the wind-solar farm.
The z−n is the time that delays the command from the main farm
controller to the inverters in the wind and solar farms. The z−m is
the time delay in the feedback of the control loop that causes an
undesired delay in the delivery of parameters such as availability of
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• Finally, as the controller operates on the reactive power, the
outer loop which is the voltage of the POC can never be
accurate. The simulation and field data will be presented in the
later sections to explore the above-mentioned issues.
Fig. 1 Conventional voltage control block diagram

Fig. 2 Simplified single line diagram of WRSWF used for simulations and
field data measurements

the inverters/turbines, active-reactive power, and voltage. Both
time delays have been indicated in time-zone as all the
Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) programming of the field
case studies discussed in the later sections in White Rock farm are
discrete where n and m are the numbers of the central processing
unit cycle of the PLC (12.5 ms).
The consequences of time delays in power system control are
briefly discussed here to re-stress the importance of considering
and improving them:
• Time delay in the feed forward of the control loop has direct
impacts on the plant. For instance, if the delay is equal to 200
ms, the controllers in the inverters of the wind farm will receive
the signals 200 ms late and consequently, the response will be
200 ms delayed at the POC.
• Time delay followed by late delivery of the reference signals,
power, voltage, and current controllers have to be tuned
aggressively to be able to provide faster responses. Aggressive
tuning of the controllers can increase some unwanted features of
the system such as overshoot in the step responses of the
controller or it might even situate the plant into oscillatory or
instable zone [27, 28].
• Time delay in the feedback of the control loop can result in plant
stability being a limiting factor to voltage control outcomes [27,
28]. It can also have major consequences in the power quality
features such as harmonics [29, 30].
In the proposed voltage control scheme, the grid operator updates
the voltage set point of the renewable plant. Then the plant has to
achieve the set point at the POC. This seems to be a voltage
control; however, as the droop coefficient is dictated by the grid
utility to the plant operator it also acts as a reactive power source.
It is to be noted that
• Firstly, the conventional droop control was initially developed to
help the remote plants which have no access to communication
with dispatch centre whereas in the proposed method the voltage
set point needs to be transmitted to the plant operator in realtime communication.
• Secondly, the current communication technology is not fast
enough to be able to deliver new voltage set point in the event of
a grid fault and hence the old voltage set point will be retained.
Most importantly, in this method utility companies try to get a
certain amount of reactive power in the utility grid, but the
agreed amount of reactive power based on the droop coefficient
may not be achieved because the power system elements and the
main transformers at the POC have a different amount of
reactive power consumption.
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2.3 Conventional droop implementation in White Rock WindSolar Farm (WRWSF) in NSW
White Rock is a renewable plant located in NSW which is
connected to Transgrid network at Inverell-Glen Innes. White Rock
has wind turbine generators as well as solar farm inverters
connected to 33 kV bus first and it is connected to the utility
network through 175 kVA, 33/132 kV transformer. The single line
diagram of the plant is shown in Fig. 2.
There are 70 wind turbines of 2.5 MW and eight solar inverters
of 2.75 MW ratings (operating at 2.5 MVA) in the White Rock
Solar Wind Farm (WRSWF); however, the capacity of the POC is
172.5 MW. The POC main transformer impedance is about 12%.
When the plant works under the wind and solar, the rating of
the plant changes to 195 MVA while the transformer impedance
percentage changes to 13.37%. Both MVA ratings of 175 with a
droop ratio of 8.33 and 195 with a droop ratio of 7.48 end up with
the identical amount of reactive power for every percentage of
voltage drop at the POC of the plant to the grid. Therefore, the
voltage droop coefficient is conservatively calculated as
Kdr =

1
= 8.33,
Z%

Droop ratio = Kdr =

%Q
.
%V

(3)
(4)

The simpler terms of (4) indicate that the plant requires to change
8.33% of reactive power for a 1% voltage change. The reactive
power set point is then controlled by a PI controller which has Kp
and Ki of 0.5 and 5, respectively. These controller gains were
identified using the Ziegler–Nichols method in the phasor domain
and then slightly tweaked to provide a faster response without
showing instability. When these parameters are implemented in the
MATLAB discrete model and wind farm real-time controller (PLCVoltage Management Platform (VMP)), the integrator needs to be
multiplied by the time interval of the logic cycle.
This does not consider different reactive power consumption of
the main transformer and the current operating voltage. This study
explains how this method can provide more accurate voltage
control and make renewable plant capable of being voltage master
controller of an area of a utility grid. This method is proposed to
the grid operator to coordinate one generating power plant in the
network. For instance, at each given time to get the voltage of the
POC each plant in the network is responsible for its pro rata.
This is the main reason for a single plant dependency on the
other power plants to contribute to the voltage control of the POC
irrespective of how close or far they are located from each other.
Furthermore, the main transformer at the POC is one of the
main consumers of the reactive power within the renewable plant.
POC transformer has two components. One component is fixed
regardless of the voltage and power flow at the POC while the
second component changes based on different operating voltage
and apparent power flow at the POC. Additionally, when the
renewable plant is proposed for a microgrid setup it will have an
additional load which can continuously change and consumes a
different amount of active and reactive power.

3 Proposed strategy to make renewable plant the
master voltage controller of remote connection
The drawbacks of the conventional droop control method have
been discussed in the previous sections. These issues are addressed
here by proposing a new method which dynamically considers the
impedance of the network.
There is always an impedance between every two parts of the
power system network. For instance, the total impedance between
the White Rock Solar Farm POC and Inverell indicated in Fig. 2
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This method monitors the impedance of the network that
continuously changes and can provide more accurate reactive
power; however, fast communication is needed for data
transmission between the control element and supervisory of the
plant.
IEC 61850 is conventionally used for protection purposes in the
substation automation. As one of the main contribution of this
study IEC 61850 sampled value (SV) and Generic Object Oriented
Substation Event (GOOSE) messages are proposed to provide fast
communication between the control components for the first time
in the renewable industry. This data class is proposed to be used
between all the renewable control elements such as PLC, SCADA,
and inverters. Using this standard data class model can bring
interoperability between any vendor products, which reduces the
time delay on a large scale.

Fig. 3 Simplified network-farm POC model

4 IEC 61850 in microgrid data class model

Fig. 4 Proposed overall communication layout

Fig. 5 Coordination of the proposed new data class IEC61850 model

contains all the transformers’ impedances, LV and HV lines and all
the loads connected to this part of the power system. This
impedance can vary when either the load or generation changes.
Even when the generation of the wind and solar farm changes, the
reactive power consumption changes, which make the network
behave less inductive without a physical change in the physical
impedance. Therefore, the virtual impedance is used to represent
the dynamic impedance of the network at a given time.
It should be also noted that as the HV lines including the utility
scale transformers are significantly more inductive (i.e. X ≫ R);
hence, the whole network is considered inductive for simplicity of
the calculations. The inductive component in Fig. 3, which can
change at any given time, represents the virtual impedance of the
POC that wind-solar farm sees ahead at a time t.
As the reactive power consumption of the main components of
the grid and the POC can change, the proposed method considers
the plant is opposed to a varying virtual impedance. Then reactive
power reference of the plant changes accordingly to provide the
voltage set point of the POC. Virtual impedance is calculated
between every two times as
Xgr =

V t2 − V t1
ΔV
=
,
ΔIq (Qt2 /V t2) − (Qt1 /V t1)

(5)

where Xgr is the equivalent virtual impedance of the network, Iq is
the reactive current component, V t1, V t2, Qt1 and Qt2 are the voltage
and reactive power of the POC at times t1 and t2.
From (5), when a new amount of reactive power is needed from
the plant, the voltage, reactive power, and impedance values are
simply substituted into the same equation which is expressed as
POC
Qref
, t3 =

V ref , t3 − V 2 Qt2
+
× V ref , t3,
Xgr
V t2

(6)

PoC
where Qref
, t 3 is the reactive power needed to bring the voltage of
the POC back to the voltage reference V ref , t3 at time t3.
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IEC 61850 has been developed mainly for adding interoperability
into the substation automation while it also has the capability of
transferring the data between any two points in a short period of
time. This feature of the IEC 61850 is used in this study to
facilitate the proposed control strategy, which can make renewable
plants the primary source of voltage control during large
disturbance events.
The default IEC 61850 SV and GOOSE message data used for
this method are modified to suit the renewable application. It is
expected that if all the automation and inverters manufacturers
support the proposed modified SV and GOOSE data class, then all
the wind turbines and solar inverters will be able to communicate
directly in a fast and interoperable manner.
This will also increase the penetration of renewable in remote
areas as it simplifies the communication between different vendors.
The new IEC 61850 data class to be used in all renewable plant
communication is based on experiencing a few plants mixed solar
and wind [22–24]. This data class model is expected to be useable
between any two intelligent electrotechnical devices (IEDs) in the
microgrid plant from any two vendors in the future. When the
driver of the communication platform has been standardised, any
two inverters or PLCs can also communicate together via this data
class model.
Fig. 4 shows the overall proposed communication layout and
Fig. 5 illustrates the renewable proposed data class model.
In the proposed model, every device acts as an IED or in
simpler terms every device has an IED inside. In this way, the
communication between the control elements such as farm
controllers, turbine PLCs, and inverters are established between
their IEDs rather than conventional industrial protocol ports. This,
in practice, reduces the communication delay from the range of few
hundreds of milliseconds to a couple of milliseconds [31].
The proposed data class model, which has been developed for
this study, is shown in Fig. 5. This data class model is expected to
be recognised by IEC 61850 standard to bring interoperability
between any two renewable control devices that support this data
class model.
The data class model can be selected from GOOSE and SV. If it
is to be triggered by events, it needs to be selected from GOOSE.
Whereas when continuous sampling is required, SV is to be
selected.

5

MATLAB simulation results

As the voltage is one of the most important features of the power
system, this study has focused on the step responses of the
renewable plant to reveal the performance of the conventional
droop and the proposed voltage control strategies.
Voltage step responses are also one of the biggest benchmarks
of the power plant commissioning and operation including all hold
point tests. Typically, power generators need to indicate their rise
time and settling time in the event of 5% voltage change at the
POC according to their access standard. This can vary from 2 to 5
s, which is agreed in the generator performance standard. In this
study, both simulation and field case studies consider the cases for
IET Gener. Transm. Distrib., 2019, Vol. 13 Iss. 11, pp. 2199-2207
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Fig. 6 Plant voltage response using droop (blue line) and virtual
impedance (green line)

Fig. 7 Turbine reactive power response using droop (blue line) and virtual
impedance (green line)

5% voltage change, which require to have 2 s of rising time and 5 s
of settling time.
The Australian NER defines rise time as the time length which
the voltage and reactive power change between 10 and 90% of its
whole change range in a single step response. Settling time is
defined as the time between the application of the step change and
a point at which the voltage is damped within 10% of its steady
state [5].
Additionally, to indicate the stability of the wind farm using the
conventional and proposed methods, this study presents two sets of
network faults including single-phase-to-ground and three-phaseto-ground.
All the simulation case studies are performed in MATLAB and
the model presented in Fig. 1 is used for all the simulation case
studies.
For all the field tests, Goldwind voltage control platform has
only used the reactive power support from the wind turbine.
5.1 5% voltage drop control using droop control and virtual
impedance for standard wind-solar farm in full load
transformer and normal X/R ratio
The infinite voltage bus at t = 2 s is programmed to generate 5% of
the voltage drop to show the reaction of the conventional droop
against this change. As it is seen in Fig. 6, the voltage has been
compensated by about 3% while only 0.85 pu of the full capacity
of the turbine reactive power has been demanded by the droop
control. A key reason for this is increasing of the reactive power
consumption of the transformer at a higher voltage and higher
power flow are never considered in the droop.
Fig. 6 also presents a comparison between the voltage
compensation of the POC of the plant using conventional voltage
droop and the proposed method in this study. This figure illustrates
that droop control could only compensate 3% of the voltage drop
within 2 s settling time, which is considered adequately damped.
On the other hand, the proposed method exhibits a better
compensation for the voltage and a shorter settling time that
complies well with the Automatic Access Standard of Australian
NER.
Fig. 7 shows the corresponding reactive power compensation
calculated by the conventional droop control and the virtual
impedance control, which reveals the better performance of the
proposed method. Results shown in Figs. 6 and 7 show the
IET Gener. Transm. Distrib., 2019, Vol. 13 Iss. 11, pp. 2199-2207
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Fig. 8 Plant active power at POC droop (blue line) virtual impedance
(green line)

Fig. 9 Turbine current at terminal droop control (blue line) virtual
impedance (green line)

superiority of the proposed technique over the conventional one,
which can be summarised below.
• The response to a voltage step change is significantly faster than
the result from the conventional droop.
• From the steady-state operation, better compensation is also
seen as the voltage has been compensated back to 0.984 pu
using the proposed technique.
• The impedance calculation has demanded full capacity of the
wind turbines, which is 1 pu, whereas in the same situation the
conventional droop control requested less reactive power.
Figs. 8 and 9 show the active power of the POC and the current
of the aggregated turbine at its terminal of 0.69–33 kV transformer.
Both figures indicate the compliant behaviour of the aggregated
turbines and wind farm at the POC.
Fig. 8 illustrates the instantaneous drop in the active power
which is caused by the significant drop in voltage. However, this is
compensated by adjusting the active and reactive current of the
turbines. The wind turbines are configured in the Q over P priority
and as soon as the large gap is seen in the park controller, the
reactive power commands are sent to the turbines for
compensation.
As can be seen in Fig. 9, the turbine needs to comply with the
reactive power sent to the turbine controller (inverter controller);
therefore, it increases the reactive current first to recover the
voltage. However, as the DC bus of the turbines changes instantly,
and it is prioritised to recover, it settles down to an acceptable level
away from the nominal voltage (1050 V) then it generates more
reactive currents. This is the phenomena seen in Fig. 9 from t = 2 s
to t = 2.5 s.
This internal control method of the turbines can be modified
from one application to another and as it has been the same for
both methods, it does not impact the comparison. It is to be noted
that the focus of this section is the farm level controller not the
turbine level controller.
Following a major voltage drop, the active power of the
turbines drops instantaneously. This causes oscillations in the DC
bus of the turbines; however, this is quickly recovered
simultaneously to the reactive power increase. It is observed that
using virtual impedance control, the farm controller demands a
2203

the normal method of all NSPs and AEMO in Australia to simulate
the impedance change during the contingency events. The fault of
this case study is cleared after 100 ms. The fault is applied at t = 3 s
when the model is fully initialised. The voltage has dropped to 0.6
pu and entered the turbines to the LVRT mode. Turbines
immediately switched to LVRT mode by switching reactive current
as a function of the voltage drop. When the fault is cleared at t =
3.1 s, the voltage is almost fully recovered. The different behaviour
of the reactive power appears from the moment that the voltage
exits the LVRT threshold. At this moment (just after t = 3.1), the
conventional droop still exhibits a large error between the voltage
measured and the voltage set point (1 pu) therefore it over
compensates the reactive power. This unnecessary spike of reactive
power can potentially cause significant voltage swing in weak
networks which is the subject of this study. In networks with small
short circuit ratio (SCR), significant overshoots can trigger the high
voltage ride through mode of the turbines. Unlike the droop
control, a virtual impedance controller closely observes the
network impedance and once that is back to normal (after 100 ms),
it reduces the reactive power of the turbines more precisely in a
faster manner. In this section, the key role of fast communication
for signal delivery from the farm controller to the turbine is
observed.
5.3 Three-phase-to-ground fault

Fig. 10 Single-Phase to Ground Fault
(a) Turbine reactive power, (b) POC voltage, (c) Turbine current, (d) POC active
power droop blue line virtual impedance green line

greater amount of reactive power from the aggregated turbine and
as a result, it provides a better compensation of voltage at the POC.
5.2 Single phase to ground fault
Turbines during the low voltage ride through (LVRT) modes do not
follow the reactive power set points from the farm controllers and
they are only subjected to withstand the fault while they inject
reactive power to recover their own terminal voltage until they exit
LVRT mode. Therefore, it is important to assess the stability of the
plant post fault clearance when the wind turbines switch from
LVRT mode to normal farm control mode by passing the LVRT
threshold. In this section, the behaviour of the wind farm using the
aggregated turbine model is investigated in the event of a single
phase (phase A) to ground fault. As is illustrated in Fig. 10, this
fault is applied at the system infinite bus and a shunt is applied to
simulate the impedance change of the grid during the fault. This is
2204

Similar to the single-phase-to-ground, a three-phase-to-ground
fault of 100 ms duration has been applied to the system infinite bus
of the studied model. In this condition, the wind farm shall show
the capability of a ride through the fault within the agreed period.
It is important to observe the stability of the renewable plant
post fault recovery after the auto reclose of the network connection
is completed. The most critical aspect of these scenarios is the
interaction of LVRT mode with the normal mode where based on
the LVRT threshold and hysteresis of the turbine configurations
turbine controller is coordinated with the farm controller.
Fig. 11 shows the reactive power of the turbine, the voltage of
the POC, the current of the turbine, and the active power of the
POC. As can be seen in the figure at t = 3 s the three phases are
grounded for 100 ms. As a result, voltage, active power, and
reactive power of the connection point severely reduced. When the
turbines detect the voltage drop at their terminals, they increase the
reactive power immediately to recover the voltage.
Once the fault is cleared and the voltage of the system makes
the turbines to exit the LVRT mode, turbines react differently as
their control mode changes to the farm level. Only one phase has
been shown for this case study while the other two phases show a
very similar pattern of recovery in both transient and steady state
conditions.
The voltage of the POC is very similar for both control methods
due as it is impacted by the system voltage but the reactive power
of the turbines and consequently active power of the turbines and
farm follow a different trajectory.
Similar to the single-line-to-ground fault, conventional droop
shows a larger overshoot and slightly different settling time.
Additionally, as the reactive power of the turbines settles down
in a quicker manner with less overshoot, the turbine's active power
also recovers faster. Therefore, there is less significant active
power overshoot post recovery at the POC using virtual impedance
control.

6

Field implementation results

In addition to the simulation studies of the previous section, actual
field implementations and field data gathering are performed for
White Rock Wind farm (WRWF; Fig. 2) using the conventional
droop and proposed voltage control strategies.
6.1 5% step response test at White Rock in 53 MW limit
using conventional droop control and virtual impedance
According to the normal routine of power plant energisation in
Australia, the wind farm needs to be fully energised in a few stages
with different proportion of the plant's capacity. Therefore, this test
IET Gener. Transm. Distrib., 2019, Vol. 13 Iss. 11, pp. 2199-2207
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Fig. 11 Three-Phase to Ground Fault
(a) Turbine reactive power, (b) POC voltage, (c) Turbine current, (d) POC active
power droop blue line virtual impedance green line

was conducted at only 53 MW equivalent of about a third of the
plant capacity.
Fig. 12a shows the White Rock Wind plant reactive power
response to a 5% of voltage change at the POC at t = 2 s using
droop control strategy with a standard communication protocol and
virtual impedance using fast communication. This overlay
indicates insignificant overshoot by the droop control and about 4 s
of settling time till the response is fully damped. The reactive
power of the virtual impedance method does not provide any
overshoot and it presents a smaller steady state error. The rise time
is significantly better using virtual impedance. This is an enormous
advantage in the responses to large disturbances.
As the voltage is a function of the reactive power provided by
the power plant, the voltage follows the same trajectory with
respect to overshoot, rise time, settling time and steady state error.
Hence overshoot is seen when droop control is used, the rise time
is longer, settling time is significantly greater and about half per
IET Gener. Transm. Distrib., 2019, Vol. 13 Iss. 11, pp. 2199-2207
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Fig. 12 5% Voltage Disturbance
(a) Turbine reactive power, (b) POC voltage, (c) Turbine current, (d) POC active
power droop blue line virtual impedance green line

unit more steady state error exists on droop control relative to
virtual impedance.
Figs. 12c and 12d also present current of the wind turbine at its
terminal and power plant active power at the POC in amperes and
megawatt, respectively, for the reference of this case study. It
should be noted that the virtual impedance test was done in a
higher wind speed condition compared to the droop control test.
However, this does not impact the reactive power capability of the
turbine because for both active power levels the turbines have the
same reactive power capability.
In summary, the new control and communication platforms
have provided better transient and steady state responses from
rising time, settling time, overshoot, and steady state error for large
disturbances.
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Fig. 13 WRWSF plant response to capacitor switching in the network
using
(a) Droop control, (b) Proposed virtual impedance control

Figs. 13a and 13b show the voltage of the POC when
conventional droop strategy and virtual impedance are,
respectively, used. It appears that both approaches react fast for
such reactive power change. It should be noted that the location of
the capacitor bank is several kilometres away from the farm (refer
to Fig. 2) which may be the reason that <20 Mvar of reactive
power was delivered to the POC.
Referring to the results captured in Fig. 14 and further
investigation it appears that the voltage dead band plays a
significant role in the virtual impedance technique. This larger dead
band in the virtual impedance is adjustable based on the normal
behaviour of the voltage at each POC. However, it can impact the
response on the small disturbance as it is a significant challenge to
find the most optimal dead band value in a weak remote network
which continuously changes the voltage on the line. For this
reason, a better response is seen from droop control in capacitor
bank switching.
It is also observed that virtual impedance causes less oscillation
once the steady state response has been reached. For instance,
when the capacitor bank switches in, case (a), the droop controller
is still attempting to damp the response till it gets to t = 900 s and it
is fully settled. Similarly, when the capacitor switches out, case (b),
by t = 1500, droop controller is still in the process of converging
the voltage. Whereas in both cases of switching in and out of
capacitor bank, virtual impedance settles the voltage to its final
value without causing any more oscillation. This could be a great
advantage for a weak network with small SCR and sensitivity of
voltage to the power flow.
Unfortunately, there is no more real data to present using
voltage control via virtual impedance with a smaller dead band for
this research.
Fig. 15 shows some of the equipment used in Goldwind wind
farm for implementing the logic including the SCADA, VMP
panel, and IEDs.

7

Conclusions

This study compares two methods for voltage control of remote
renewable plants within the utility grids: (i) the conventional droop
voltage and (ii) the proposed enhanced droop voltage based on
virtual impedance monitoring enabled by IEC 61850
communication. The first method is well known and presently
applied in many grid-connected large size renewable plants. The
second method is proposed to be utilised for voltage control of the
certain parts of the utility grids using all the reactive power of the
wind-solar and other renewable plants. This method is particularly
suggested for grids and microgrids that are significantly inductive.
The key findings of this study are as follows:

Fig. 14 WRWSF plant response to capacitor switching in the network
using droop control and virtual impedance control with
(a) Capacitor bank switched in, (b) Capacitor bank switched out droop blue line virtual
impedance green line

6.2 White Rock plant response to capacitor switching test in
the network using droop control and virtual impedance
In this test, a 20 Mvar capacitor at Inverell area is switched in and
out in order to benchmark the behaviour of the voltage control by
White Rock Wind Farm-Solar farm in a real-life situation. For both
tests, the capacitor remained switched in for a period of time to let
the network settle and then switched out. As can be seen in Fig. 13,
both controllers managed to handle the reactive power change well
at the POC. According to our study, the settling time and rising
time of the POC voltage are almost the same for both control
methods.
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• The proposed virtual impedance strategy to control the voltage
of the POC can minimise the overshoot while it still provides
fast response for reactive power and voltage compensations in
the event of large disturbances. This new technology provides
less error in the steady state response of the wind-solar farm
voltage at the POC as it uses the maximum reactive power
capability of the wind turbines and solar module.
• Some elements such as HV transformers of the POC can have
different reactive power consumptions at different power flow or
voltage at the POC. While this is not considered in the
conventionally fixed ratio droop controller, the proposed method
equipped with fast communication resolves the issue by
continuously and quickly updating the level of reactive power.
• The two methods have similar satisfactory performances for
capacitor bank switching transients in terms of small voltage
disturbance as well as rising and settling times. However, it
appears that the performance of the impedance control has been
impacted by the voltage control dead band configured at the
time of the test. In the capacitor bank testing, droop control
shows a lower steady state error.
• With the proposed method, large scale wind-solar farms could
act as the master voltage controller of certain parts of the local
remote network.
IET Gener. Transm. Distrib., 2019, Vol. 13 Iss. 11, pp. 2199-2207
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Fig. 15 WRWF substation equipment
(a) VMP and SCADA systems, (b) Substation automation and IEDs for the presented
new communication platform

• The proposed method requires fast communication to ensure its
full capability otherwise calculation of virtual impedance will
not have acceptable measurement resolution.
• Further investigation is required to conclude whether a
combination of both methods can provide more promising
results for small disturbance as well as large disturbances.
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